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CHAPTER I

It m s  the writer's dissatisfaction with the results obtained S»

presented In this thesis. That many other teachers hero eatperleneed 
the same dlssatisfaeticm is evidenced by the nmber of articles in cur
rent commercial education periodicals dealing with "mortality’* in be
ginning shorthand and prognosis of success in shorthand.

be listed as failures by the end of the semester. Some teachers report 
as many as fifty per cent failures and drop-outs in their beginning 

daseee* . : -■ • '■;
Even those vho do receive passing grades are not reaching very 

hi^x standards. In his research study dealing with achievement in 
shorthand, typing, and transcription, Mr. Halott says:

the standards set forth in the city and state courses of study. 
In the majority of reports the median achievement is below the
aliened ntnlmm standards for naaslmr. "I

dent must attain a degree of speed and accuracy which will make his

1. Halott, J. 0. "Studies of Achievement in 
and Transcription."
University of Iowa

Typewriting,
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skin marketable In the business world. Of course, this flnl shed skill
does not

heie a difficult H m  
In

the number of

but It Is In

te

This

enroll in our shorthand courses, we must endeavor to Improve the quali

ty of our teaching. We may discover that the cause of many failures 
does not 11# so much with the pupil as with the teacher. There is a 
need for an Improved procedure of teaching shorthand which win bring 
. about more successful learning for all the students.

#  of shorthand teaching. Answers to the foUowing questions will ie

1. What ere the prlholples of the psychology of skin deve
lopment as they apply to shorthand?
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2. fihat are tto teaching procedures of the rothoda now in use?
3. Aceordlng to the principles of the psychology of skill

learning, which procedures are best?

Delimitations -
This thesis is not an attempt to develop a new method of teaching 

shorthand, hut a search for a technique of study which will develop 
greater skill for a larger number of students.

The study is concerned only with the first year's work in short
hand, not what is commonly known as secretarial training. The writer 
is aware of the fact that training in grammar, spelling, and punctua
tion and in ideals and attitudes should he a part of the first year's 
work, hut since the chief consideration here Is the development of 
skills, discussion of these other things has been omitted,

This work is not statistical* hut Is based on the experience and 
study of the writer.

Method of Procedure
A study will be made of the psychology of learning, especially as 

it applies to shorthand. Proa this study a summary will he made of the 
principles vhich should he used as a guide to better teaching.

To answer the second question raised in the statement of the pro
blem, a study will be made of the text books, teacher's guides, and the 
criticisms and evaluations of tbs Manual Method, Minnie Demotte Frick's 
Analytical Method, the sentence methods of Zinman,' Strelsin, and Waltz, 
and Beers and Scott, Louis A. Leslie's Functional Method, the Brewing- 
ton-Soutter Direct Method, and the Odell and Stuart Direct-Approach 
Method.



the principles of the psychology of skill, and the -writer will present 
her conclusions and recommendations for the improvement of shorthand 
teaching practices*

Lesson materials will he developed to show how the writer*s ideas 
for improving shorthand teaching ray he applied in the classroom.



There are two assumptions on which this thesis depends i First, 
that She aim of shorthand teaching Is the development of skill In tak
ing dictation and transcribing that dictation quickly and accurately; 
and second, that this goal is never reached by a large number of the '

/ -  ̂ . • . v : V ' ' "V ; '

to improve shorthand teaching. The problem, then, becomes one of find-

Shorthand la a complex subject requiring both physical and mental 
learning. For most of the students in the class it will be a new kind 
of learning experience. The writing process itself is nothing new, be-

tbai have

is no

must be blended into one so that the hand responds instantly to the 
mental picture that is formed then a word is heard in dictation. The 
extent of such coordination determines the degree of skillfulness.



A successful begbmlng is important in order that the student say 
bacoaa oriented in this work which is new to him, and careful guidance 
is needed to develop the final skill. A study of some of the princi
ples of psychology is necessary if we are to understand how we can ac
complish these aims and improve the teaching of shorthand.

Be need to know first the general nature of the learning process. 
What are the characteristics of learning, and what are their implica
tions for tho teacher?

All significant learning is purposive, not mechanistic. It has 
been proved in repeated psychological, investigations that If two class
es, matched as to ability, are learning the same material, one prompted 
by some purpose or motivation, the other learning only because they are 
required to do so, the motivated class will learn faster and retain 
their knowledge longer.

We need not turn to psychological experiments to see proof of this 
fact, however. We can observe exasples of the greater effectiveness of 
purposive learning in our everyday teaching. The boy i&o is planning a 
trip to Mexico will learn his Spanish lesson much better than the boy 
who is taking the course because it is required for high school gradua
tion, provided, of course, that they are approximately equal in ability. 
Of two students of equal intelligence in a class in physiology, one 
interested in becoming a doctor, the other taking the course to get the 
credit, the one studying with an eye to the future use of his knowledge 
will learn more effectively.

Of course there is seldom a purpose for learning which is as im
pelling and self-evident as the trip to Mexico or the desire to be a
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worthiMle (la the eyes of the atirient). ana attainable goals. The
learner mat feel that he Is voridng tosard some goal his activities

row tmless those lessons have a purpose.
In addition to the goal that is to be reached by the end .of the 

term, there must he more immediate goals whose attainment may be need 
as a measure of the progress toward the ultimate aim.

Pleasure over success or annoyance because of failure are starting 
points toward learning; and success or failure may be interpreted only 
with reference to some goal. On this subject Mursell says:

"What we mat is to have the learner distinguish between 
success and failure, to have him pleased by one and annoyed 
by the other, and to have M m  learn from both. The learning , 
process needs to he made significant through the dominating 
and conscious presence of a goal rather than merely pleasant 
If it la to go on efflsleetly.#2

Closely associated with this quality of purposiveness is the need 
for the 'till to learn. There Is the old saying that "you can lead a 
horse to water, but you can't make him drink." The teacher and the 
psychologist can do much to help the learner, but in the final analy
sis, it is up to him to do the learning. Unless he is willing to put 
forth some effort, no learning can take place. What does this fact 
mean to the teacher? It means that she must make the students want to

has to offer seem desirable. The student must feel that the knowledge
or ability he can gain from the course is worth working for. .
* ' - .

2. Risk. Thomas U. Principles and Practices of Teaching In Secondary 
Schools. American Book Co. p. 65.



class for a whole term without absorbing a^r of the knowledge gained by 
the rest of the class, not because that pupil Is Incapable of learning, 
but because he Is not Interested In learning. The best methods, the . : 
best textbooks and equipment, and the best physical surroundings are 
all ineffective when the will to learn is lacking.

Efficient learning requires participation, an active rather than 
passive attitude. Such a conception of the learning process creates a 
real challenge to educators. Hot. only most they build a will to learn 
where none exists, but* they must keep the mind of each pupil engaged in 
some activity which will bring about learning. It is intensive, con
centrated application *fcioh brings results.

■ , ■ •' ■■ ■:■■ . ■■ • '■ ' : ■  :MHb real progress in learning is mde ihen lapses in 
attention occur, because. . .new adaptations or forward steps 
in learning are made only when strenuons effort is properly 
applied to tho details of the work.*3
It Is certain that such active attention, concentration and appli

cation cannot be developed by the traditional methods in which teaching 
is simply "telling". In this sort of teaching situation, tho pupil is 
nothing more than a receptacle for the teacher’s knowledge. He holds 
the facts and ideas idiioh are presented to him just long enough to give 
the correct answers on a test. These facts and ideas never become a 
real part of his store of knowledge. They did not com to him as a 
result of his own mental activity, and so there is little understanding 
of their meaning. There has been very little or no real learning.

True learning comes only through the mental activity of the learner.

3. Book. Vha. Frederick. The Psychology of Skill with Special Reference 
to Its Acquisition in Typing, p. 199
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different foxm-— reading, writins, reel ting, or thinking through * 
prohlea. The Important thing 16 that it be the kind of activity idiitih 
gives tha mind of the student something to do and holds his attention

uae tha term given by Herbert to the relating of hew knowledge to old 
knowledge, or new experience to past experience* Apperceptive or roan- 
ingful learning activities are more successful than those activities in 
which the learner finds himself confronted with soro entirely new si
tuation which has no meaning In view of past experience.

what is already there. Heal learning is based on the prin
ciple of the "continuity of experience"; and by the same 
token, effective teaching requires what is sometimes rolled 
the psychological approach or the psychological organization
of subject matter.

A class of fifth grade children In a Mississippi Elver town were 
studying great rivers of the world. Along with the Amazon, the Hile, 
and others, they talked about the Mississippi, its course, the

4. Bode. Sord Henry. Hear We Learn. W  14G



agricmltura ana transportation. But idien they had finished their les
son, they did sot kncsr that the river which ran past their town was 
this great Mississippi, or that their own livelihood might he In a 
large measure dependent upon the Industries built up because of the 
river. The teacher of this das# was following a textbook* She was 
using a logical approach to the lesson. How much more meaningful the 
lesson on rivers could have been if she had started with the experi
ence of the children, tdllng them that their river was the Mtsslselp- 
pi, and that their town was typical of many other river towns, iron

•*

river in a new light.

understanding on the part of the teacher* It requires not only the

When learning is meaningful. It can more «wlly be organized in 
the learner*s mind, and ability to orê mlze learning is a test of Its 
effectiveness. Facts In isolation are of little use. The learner, 
must be able to see them and interpret these In the light of other
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"A notion entertatnea bj a great nany teachers Is that 
all looming eonstats In the fonaation of flxod habits. Qila 
la the ©xaot opposite of the -rlewpolnfe efeloh ire have put for
ward. It arises usually from a very laperfeot and Inoomloto 
understanding of the selentlfle findings of the psychology of 
learning. And always, chan It Is applied. It results In 
false and destmetlTB procedures In education. *8

"As has been pointed out, learning stay be defined as the 
prooess of forming habits and acquiring knowledge.". . ."The . 
old saying that we are literally a bundle of habits is quite 
true, because, after all, a response is a Hud of habit and 
our thousands of responses nay be quite accurately classified 
Into types of response.’*6 7
One authority says "learning Is habit", and another says "Learning 

is not the formation of fixed habits". On the surfaee these are cer
tainly opposite ideas, hut upon closer examination of the authors’ dls-

taken, speaks of "fixed" habits. His idea of habit is that it is a set 
reaction T&ich occurs in response to a certain stimulus. There must be 
an invariable stimulus creating an itrrarlabls response before habit 
exists. He then @sea on to say that according to Thorndike there is, 
by the above definition, no such thing as a fixed habit, because there 
is seldom if ever a recurrence of an identical situation in our lives, 
learning, then, should not be the building up of a set of fixed respon
ses, but the development of a flexibility tfcieh will prepare the lear-

6. Mursell, Jams 1, op. cit., p. 46.
7. Risk, Thomas H, op. dt., pp. 53,
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a Mbit.

1* Specific automtlc responaes .(mtor cooidlmtloa ana $»:

8. Knowleaea reoponaea (Ideas, fasts), Adaptive abilities.
u* vvuuuvy

In all these vartcms
s to ideals, ara Mbits ronul

perienao, we place a 
learning Is habit fo:

interests, attitudes, and Ideals in all situations. If w

of thought. On the one side there is the belief that Mbit implies an 
act or a response thleh takes place without any thought on the part of. 
the performer. On the other side is the belief that Mbit Is an essen
tial element in thinking which causes us to respond In a certain way as 8

8. Risk, Thomas B. op. clt., p. 54.



set responses* To the other, they need not ftmetlon in isolation, hut
may conblno with other habits in rooponso to conscious thought ■ thus - * ■ *
allowing for adaptability and flexibility of response. : '

"teaming Is not habit formation." It is not the aeeusmlatlon of
. «- ' . ■ • • • ■■ • • ■ ■ ■ '■ - . . ’

tain set stimuli or situstlono, teaming Bust have adaptability and 
flexibility. The learner must be taught, not to make a certain res
ponse, but to think and to make decisions on the basis of certain know-

which faces him.

basis for higher learning, the product of which is reflective thinking.
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mat is the practical application of this Idea concerning habit

ses so that the reading skill itself can he aocosplidhea with as little 
effort as possible. He oust learn to sake his letters and words auto-
wtleally so that thou^its can be expressed on paper without requiring

... / ■
attention to the writing process. The figures 4 / 8  must Immediately

This does not mean that learning must be rote, for even this sort of 
thing is better learned in a meaningful setting. But it does man that 
them must be considerable drill. The thorough teaching of these fun- 
dasentals is only half the educator's task. Them are other types of

the oausea

in leading thee into an
is



If

It can readily be seen that these qualities of application, appro-

w s  assigned to be read for the day* a lesson, Suoh qaastlonlns tests 
only the memory of the studento. It shorn whether or not they have 
learned the facts, but gives no Indication that they have learned to
apply or Interpret the real significance of those facts.

The teacher must plan her work so that it is thought-provoking, bo 
that It challenges the minds of her students. Tor her greatest respon
sibility is to teaoh her students, to think, not simply to create in than

i» Sellmei- ; ■ ■ . - • : - . .. ; ■ . '
1. Learning is purposive. %ere mast be a goal,
8, There must be a id.ll to learn.
3. Learning requires participation.
4. Learning mast have meaning and organisation.
5. Leari&ng is a process of transformation.
6. Learning is not entirely a process of habit formation.

1



is no exception. In a subject like shorthand, the goal Is concrete and 
easily understood by the beginner. In nost-schools he will be required 
to taka dictation at sixty or eighty words a minute ty tha end of the 
first year, and he knows that the ultimate goal is enougt speed and ac
curacy to make his skill useful in the business world. That final goal 
seems like an impossibility those first few weeks as he reads and 
writes with difficulty this foreign looking script. If this end result

fluent writing style, or greater reading speed, or anything else Uhlch 
the learner can see as it step toward the fine! goal.

The goal is necessary if the learner is to be able to direct his 
efforts effectively, but there is one warning about over-eajfeaais of





others isbo are In the class because -they neea tha credit.; The writer

If thay camot be "guided out" of the class, then it is up to the tea
cher to attempt to arouse their interest hy her own interest and enthu
siasm, But she has another task, too. She must be very careful not to 
destroy the enthusiasm and the desire to learn %hlch ie already present 
by turning the dnssuotic into monotonous routine. The order of the 
lesson can be varied from day to day, and even drill work eon be made 
lively and meaningful if the teacher herself is Interested in her work, 

Pe^mps-even more so/tiian m<xit learning, tidli development re
quires participation. It is obvious that no student would ever learn 
to write shorthand by simply watching the teacher write it. There must 
be actual physical participation in writing the characters. But this 
physical participation is not enough. Intelligent practice requires 
mental 'guidance, Unless the practice Is thoughtful, analytic, and pur
posive, it has no value. ;v , - .' / - . "<' ' /Z-V;'-v'

directed not so much toward the results obtained as toward the writing 
teehnique and control. In the early learning stage it is getting the 
"feel” of shorthand writing that is important. Closely associated with 
®ds phase of mental participation is the much debated problem of speed 
in practice. The writer believes that the view expressed by .Hr* Bur
nell is the most, psychologically sound. He feels that what the begin
ner needs is alow practice, not because slowness is a virtue in itself, 
but because it affords greater opportunity for careful and critical 
attention to detail. It is definitely harmful to prematurely push for



•itlon of motor akin, the aubjeets i&o ware recalled to pash

avan. Slow praotlod with one’s Bind cm contra-tod on 
tall 

oontzol*"^

participation, or xmatal aetlvlty of the learner.

"drawing”. Any attempt on the part of the attrient to draw the charao-

directed.

beginning to write.

tltlon. Louis A. Leslie, one of the outstanding leaders In the field

Sion as was fonaeti-y believed. Skills are most efficientlymoh ion ̂”10

tines, that is repetition. When he writes ten different sentences 9 10

9. Hursell, J. L 
- Building,

10. Leslie, L. A.
S3, p. B4*
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partid-patioa «t the Zeimmv: - • ■ .
This brings us to the idea Wat learning is most effeetiw Wen it 

is made maningful. How can rihorthand learning be saade maningfiO.? m

learn has greater signifieanee if there is an experiential basis for

should be climbed as quickly as possible, but none of the rungs should

oo hook will not Wring confusion, 
become sluggish, but at the 
ahead too fast.

a-

learning a rule, then practicing the words which illustrate it is a



" - "The elaptie is written wLik left motion te mcpmek £ 
following the rowel: 1. Before end after straight strokes,
2, Between Straight strokes in the same dlreotioa.^H

is more apt to he confusing than helpfhl, the learner has hot written
words with left motion oiroles and does not knew how it feels to write
them. There is as yet no assooiatien in his mind hstwwn ihsir sound
and the way they look when he incites the* In other words ̂ he has ho
'BElBil SetV’l a ff -- IT A A -egg%*wa"

. . -  . ' ■. • • , . :■ ' • .

sound psyohologioally if the words were learned first e and then the
generalization mrie on the hasls of the learner’s exparlenoe with this 
partimiiar type of word. : - v ' X % »

The ahility to organize learning Is a teat of its effeotiveness. 
Imlated faots are of little use, for they must he seen in relation to 

other knowledge before they have any value. How oan this psychological 
pricoiple of organization he applied to shorthand learning? There are 
no facts, in the usual sense of the word, to he leeurhed; there is no 
academic knowledge to he gained. The end product of the learning is of 
a physical nature, alWou^i, as we have seen, it mat he guided hy men
tal activity. The type of organization, then, is physical. It is the

Am Jt j-i -|-m j-| mm-um J~f *.W9 + rm _■ j~| —_J%_ A  J% V« J| Bm #% ^l&Q S IKflULwJtt A wAT P̂Qr
a s ' c o o r d i n a t i o n , - \  ^ - ' - ' ;" : : 1 v

According to Miss Edith Blshee, ̂ ier# are four learning channels 
through which shorthand learning takes place: auditory, visual, kines
thetic, and mental.
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Slnco shorthona is bitten in response to tlio spoken irora6 there 
. ' ' ' • : ' ' : - 

mst he a type of imaitozy learning. The dictator is always a little

dlnafion, and is a phase of shorthand learning that cannot he mastered

as near
ly as possihle-.
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ly mritten Inoorreetly. To M b it is just as logical that the t, and d. 
he written as dora strokoo ( ‘sS ) as it is that they he written np-
mrd (y'
hut learning these letters incorrectly in the heginnicg will he a great

the visual - channel. To he sure, these notes are not perfect, hut her 
cause they ore not perfect they afford on opportunity for solf-imircnre- 
rant through careful correction and criticism. It is here that the 
teacher has on ex<mllent opportunity for guidance* Teach the student 
to want to find his own mistakes and that each aistake affords, an op-

as well as M s  success.
These notes also have another learning value* It is M s  m m  notes

skill progresses, transcribed, ,
learning also takes place through the kinesthetic Channel. The



It M

Maesthetio sense* • character #loh la

■m 1

learned, ana it le



aotlm of all these so

q̂uantities of dictation praetioe*

learning Is a process of transformation. In shorthand this is 
parHenlarly true* On the first day in the class the beginner Is cob-

m  aeaning, no plan, no order tell. Then in that

tahes on a new significance.

a%3 the natorlol no?/ a'opaarfl noara foal liar beoaueo of that loamitoe
As he reads sore and amre, he gains not only a larger voeabtOary, but 
a greater understanding of the shorthand oysten as a whole.

12o Gregg, John R. "Ii#rovemnt of Olaasroom Teaching in Shorthand*
Yearbook, p*272



his nhole concept of' sborthead. How it is not oily a set of symbols 
vhloh he can read from the book, but it is a potential tool for recor
ding the spoken word. Learning to read, learning to write, wrltSeg 
from dictation, and transcribing are successive steps toward the ulti
mate goal of proficiency. As each new ability is added, the old ahi- 

- • ' ' ’ - . ' ' '
Uty is assimilated into the new; and the flnltritod product. Which is

eat from the beginner*s slow, hesitant reading that it can only be 
described as transformation.
* It ia not just greater ability in writing the characters which 

sake up the shorthand alphabet or an increased vocabulary which make 
the difference between the expert shorthand writer and the beginner. 
If the finished skill is more than the mastery of the fundamentals,

be used as soon as possible in their proper setting in connection with 
the functioning skill. This idea applies to shorthand learning, too. 
Words practiced in isolation have little learning value. They should



attention is directed to ishat the dictator Is saying. If she west

•a s, or without an e, idsother or not h«p proportion is good, and how 
oho most sake her writing flow smoothly, she will soon lose completely 
the words of the dlotator. As a part of the process of transformation.

tleally. Here the teacher’s guidance Is an important factor. As soon 
as control has developed to the point that continued conscious atten
tion to its Improvement would be a hlndranoe, the teacher mast draw 
the attention away from the writing process and move on to the next 
stage in the development of the skill. Once control Is gained, the 
writing process is assimilated Into the skill which exists, and that 
skill is transformed into a new functioning whole.

It is the popular conception that learning skill subjects is only 
a matter of building habits. From the discussion of the nature of



learning, it was emtiudea that learning is not entirely a process of 
habit formation. Does tills also apply to skill learning, to shorthand 
learning in partieular?, . :

-3.
time.

These aivisions are purely arbitrary; and there is bobb overlapping, 
especially between the first and second areas. Almost all ths brief 
forms are included in the list of the five thousand most used words, 
which would place them in the second area as well no the first area. 
Many of the high frequency words *do not have a logical foundation on 
a shorthand rule", so they might be In the first as well as 
area. In spite of these duplications, however.

or analysis does

autoraatimation.
■ ' y ; _ i' ; .
tion can be made regsrding them; each word must be learned individually 
and as a unit. In most 
more ham than good.

so similar that they often cause confusion. For

13. Davis, Benjamin F, A Study of :



- . ■ te -except ■ ^— r must : - -
( expeot, especial _— ~ moat

■ C experience • - - ̂  % /' ; V ■ - . .

troubleoome tsopds. Such sbhosas may help only a

to the olaos aa a ̂ ible. Heyer suggest to the class that they night 
find difficulty In distinguishing betiwaa any tno words, expect and

that they are difficult#

That is, they are learned as wholes, with no consideration of the

or oamdt depend on reconstructing them through reason or analysis

tail on, the writer trill record then automatically without conscious 

thought or effort. This type of learning can he brought about only 
through meaningful and accurate repetition. The words must be used 
many tinea in context until the writing of then becomes a well-estab
lished habit.' We may conclude, then, that the learning i&leh takes 
place in the first area is habit formation.

The hi# frequency words in the second area are of two types: 
those written according to some rule, and those with no logical basis.
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need net be dismissed again. The words of the firat type i&ioh are 
written according to rule mst be autcmatized. They are different from 
the words of the first area in that they sen be learned logically and 
analytically. Whether or not they are introduced in a logical way de
pends on the method being used by the teacher. If dhe Is following one 
of the traditional methods, the students will learn these words, analy
tically according to sons rule. If a direot-assodati on method Is used, 
they dll be memorized as iholes just as the words in the first area. 
But the method used is not the question here. This problem will be dis
missed more fully in another chapter. Whatever method is used, these

teachers realise#"

From this quotation it is easy to see feat the common words occur over 
and over again. If only 1,000 different words constituted 86$ of fee 
content in 100,000, the need for a thorough knowledge of the 1,000 Is 
obvious. In the second area, too, the learning nest be a process of 
habit formation.

14. Gregg, John R. op. oit.,p. 272 ' .. •..



In the third area made up of Infrequent words or words never en-

W  or 205$. She mist get ail Hie dictation. . Along /Kith the job of

It ia in this phase of learning Hhlch really completes tw skill that 
most teachers fail, mis is the part of shorthand learning shloh re- 
Qpires flexibility, adaptability, ,and understanding; and these, quali
ties are much more difficult to develop than habits*

Learning in . this area is not a process of memorising words as .

must be sons
system either directly or through the student’s own generalizations* 
Just what that technique Is, is a problem which must be left for dis
cussion in a later chapter. Some will raise the questions, "Shy must 
these unfamiliar words be written according to the rules? Shy can’t
the writer just put down some character which will recall that particu
lar word to his mind at the time of transcription?" In the first places 
the outline which is invented without regard for rules la almost always
longer than the correct outline would be* In the second place, the 
writer who has too many of these self-made characters must depend too 
much on memory when reading back his notes. If he is clever and has a
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Tba tjpa of learning *loh is nsoessary In this thiri area is an 
undarstandiag of the rules and principles of the syataa -Rhioh idn pre
pare the learner to asset new situations. Unfamiliar or infrequent 
words .most be recorded quickly and with as little effort as possible so 
as hot to break the smooth flow of the writing. This type of. learning 
is not habit formation.

which also makes it more than habit. The occurrence in the dictation

before mental balance is attained again. He must be given confidence 
in his ability to meet these situations, and that confidence can come 
only through much practice in bearing new words in dictation and writ
ing them successfully. To write them successfully, he must have a

In this third area we find the answer to tW question of whether 
or not shorthand, learning is something acre than habit formation. 
Although two-thirds of the learning may be classed as habit, that 
other one-third whitfli is necessary to complete the skill la not habit, 
but the kind of learning which gives flexibility and adaptability*



A Bvmmvy of the principle a presented in this chapter Is glren

8» m m  M. a. z m .  to Xwm.

developed. When It

Slow proctios In the beginning gives tl» for attention and m

ro-oreatlon, not repetition.
4" Shorthand learning 1c .coot, effective phen It lo meanlr^ML_. This

before proceeding to the next. The teacher must not allow the 
learner to become sluggish, but She should also be careful not to 
push ahead too fast# The procedure of memorizing rules Is directly

5. aovplq£Sqnt of .Aorthand ald.ll depends, on the

«Bg.



ba learned In contextual material* As soon ns writing control M s
as an Isolated factor

is no
Shorthand learning Is largely

edajitabtitty, to the ^ U .



CHAPTBB III

K m c m  op m m m .  m w m m .. .

In tbe searoh for a i«y to isprore the teaching of ahortband, it 
'!• important that we study the."t#a#l%« tatimlques aov la Wa* Thera

These plans, however, all have as their core tsoae one of the estab-

nhieh she will follow in her teaobing.

odologles and the direct methodologies. Tte aanual methodologies are 
those which use the regular shorthand manual, Gregg Shorthand, Annivor- 
sary Edition, as a basic text. The principles of the system we pre
sented by tw toaeher in an established order, and no words are Intro-

The direct methodologies are those whitii have broken away from 
the set logical order of presentation followed in the Manual. Their 
pressntatlcm ia psychological. They differ from the first grcmp also
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\ : , . ■Inltiated,

ologles.

one used by Dr, ’ B, >, Davis in A Study of Shorthand Teaching (I — * 
(Siapter n).

nmtcet In 1893* and it is the 1929 Anniversary Edition of OroKg Short*

and there are no rules, only suggestions, given for the manner of 
handling such things as reading, erlting, and rule learning, for this

introducing some new principle. In general make-up, all the units are



aimilair. Tbeze Is a statement of the prinolple, follcwea by a mara 
list Ttiich illustrates that prlaeiple. Each list is aoeongpaniea hy 
the longhand transoriptioa. At the en& of each unit there is a pegs 
of oontextunl Enterlal written in sltorthana itolch is to he used for

a mv
gested as an

tiwi ' : ■ • ■- " ;; '■ V'; . - : - : '
a. Write the outlines on the blackboard, one at a



the Hat is <tone with attention on the application of the rule in the
outline.

m  key to this material, so he must make use of M s  understanding of 
the principle to analyze the new words.

In this method there is also some recognition given to the impor
tant part reading plays in learning to write. The Course of Study 
suggests that the teacher explain to the BtaSents that reading printed 
shorthand win aid in the development of their writing skill; and they 
are instructed to read all shorthand before they copy it. 16

15. Gregg, John Robert. A
16.

jUmlwaanr 17.



prfnt~*eaaing rate. that It is sere important to

There are tiro dlaasetrleally opposed ideas in regard to me se- 
quaaae of steps in the writing process. The first idea is mat writing
should progress from the mail to me larger units, and me sesoad idea

■ '■ ■ . ' -

is that me whole should he written first and its separate parts prae- 
tleed later. The Banual Mothodologleo are of tW first type. The

Speed of initial writing is a point on which there is considerable

"in your practice, write as rapidly as yon can mile 
keeping the hand under complete control; aim at accuracy 
rather than speed, hut do not draw the characters. You 
must understand at me outset ttet shorthand mist be
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at a 
aequlrins a

This gives ths student an opportunity to tost his learning of those 
words ♦ The first dictation of connected raterlal Is given at the m d  
of Unit One. Although there Is no specific statement regarding the 
rate at i&leh the teacher should dictate this first Itsscm, it is as
sumed that it will he quite slow, A suggestion In this regard Is 
given in the Oourse of Study;



eomaple. If Jfcho lesson Itor the day Is la tMt Seay.tbe nsw aietatioa 
ahouia >o baaea on 1|i8 prindLplea Isazaea in tMt tiw. Sie3».atiDuM 
## a liberal blackboard provlow of' the aiff ioult wrds ’wbieh idll ocenr 
in: thia now material, than it should be dictated mere slowly than prao- 
ticea mterial. - - , . .. : : : : .  ̂ ^
• There are no definite instructions for beginning transcription.

The teacher may begin at any time she wishes, but it is generally

typing.: ■ ;
... The homewoik assignaents in the Anniversary method are exerolses
in reading and writing shorthand. This is a typical, assignment: .

; "a. Make three copies of the words mfier the principles 
studied that day.

I fi
^Bema necessary) the shorthand-plate material

o»

The students are advised that when they are practicing the word 
lists it is best to write the entire list through ones and then repeat
this procedure three times, rather then copy the same .word three times 
to succession. It is considered a good practice to have the students
occasionally reed from the notes they have written for their assignment 
to make certain that they are preparing their work carefully. Host

19. Gregg,John Robert, op. oit., pp. 19-20.



v;'pririiekl plate, hcmraroi:, so that % »  Btuaen.*" will haw mre opg?oritmi% .
r_ ' . -r Of the exports* work*

• '• *: " '

are of a
i i:-

t :: ■

»

Test is prlntea* These tests are for the more advaaoed students and 
are often used hy the teacher as a haais for remedial work. Two types 
of oooasional short daily tests are reooasended: transoriptioa of one

a

which is responsible for praotieeOly all the other differences in the 

various methods,
Oonerolizaticm is defined by Dr, Odell ast

•*, * * the process of deoiding how to write a short
hand otibline for an unfamiliar (so far as shtartiiand is
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There are %m
To he

hare an

-'4 Is based.

It is In the

differenee in methods ooours.

Initiated end the learning paroeesa is dednetlie. men a nsw lesson is

blackboard and read or written, or both, by the students. Their atten
tion is directed toward the application of the theory in each word. It 
is assumed that by this procedure the principles of theory will be 
learned, and that then a new word occurs in dictation the student will 
be able to apply the proper principle and write the word correctly.
Thus a general principle, introduced by the teacher, is learned and
then it Is applied to specific words.

'■ - ' " - ' - : .. . ■ ■ . . -  ... ■ ■ ■ • ■ ;  '

The students may be required to neaorlze rules, hut Dr. Gregg

SO. Odell, William R.
”A«° MBBBttffl, World, m « e



able to apply it.

mtma as

building,, The following quotation from her book. Teaching Gregg Short
hand b% %o Analytical Method. Ultoitrates this tiiaraeterlstle:

size: 1» that the symbols and sound-group patterns that are
and adjustments in forming other words, and that because of
2, that these transferable elements act as common servants to 
be employed In many words— not in a particular word; 3. that 
the completed word form is transferable only as a whole.

which to construct the word.
in the use 

known word. In 
necessity that

word construction it is a primary 
install the tools for building,n imn

Thus beginning with sound or pattern response such as tea (^o) as

lag of that 

ka, kat, kad, fcad-t, kan, kan

fcap, k4h.

? ^  ^  < 9
i, kak, kag, kaah, kaeh. kaj, kas.

kaf, my, kar8 kal, kap,

21i Frick, Minnie Bemotte. Teaching Gregg Shorthand by tho Analytical



using e. Instead of a* 
tiines true that

V 'r

C i
y The presentation of the inateiial la AnalTtleal lessons In QreKc; 

Shorthand, parallels the units in the Manual# The book contains word 
lists and sentence drills#

fulness. The sentences are packed with words illustrating the princi
ple being studied, and often sensibility is sacrificed for the sake of 
repetition of a certain pattern# For exunple: "OH will spoil the

22

la*

»

quickly and easily as from context# 
meaning of a

22; Frick, Minnie Bemotte, op. olt., pp. 58-41.



reatiing tor; context, with the

nitivo type of reading*

says that routino Individual recitation, or reading, falls to hold the 
attenbion of the class, and that the gain to the individual doing the 
reading Is negligible. Concert reading from the blackboard in rec

to the all stu-

no useful purpom. The final objective of reading is transcription 
.and the transcription rate is usually between 30 and 60 words a minute, 
A reading rate of 100 words a minute is sufficient for a transcription 
rate even higher than 60 words a minute. Reading is an important ac
tivity, so the teacher should plan her work so that there will be suf
ficient time spent on the reading drills.

The writing process is begun in the first lesson. The develop
ment of writing is from the port to the whole i&ich is consistent with 
lira. Frick’s emphasis on learning through word building, ,0ns writing

board writing. The students go through the motions of writing as if 
they 'were writing on an invisible board in front of them. The
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air^boarilis a ieehnlqua tote uaeaiiiBntlie aln 1 a laoreasiiig know

Jr: r tmihfl

mnlpulation. Expert perforaanoe dtosania tim «kmatant 
of the tools of wrlttng.^S

or pencil has hesn sstabliShed* It ia used to develop & eeatal 14ea 
aeeoiapanlea by physical response. To Illustrate Its use $ the sounds 
m  and oma are both expressed.by the letter n* By the tins these 
sounds are introduced, the students already know how to write n, and 
have written it many tiaas. The muscular response is established, so
this imaginary writing in the air will not interfere with the correct 
performance on paper. Writing n on the air-board in response to the 
teacher’s dictation of the sounds un atil oun permits greater concen
tration on the association between the letter and the sound. Atten
tion is not divided as it would be if It were necessary to consider
' " . ' X  ' 1 • • ■; : : " ■' - ' - - - : - . ;

: .. : ■ :■ ■ -''

As for the speed of writing, Mrs. Frick reoomenda that the
teacher establish a stroking rate of 100 single strokes a minute .from 
the first. It is important to get the response first and work on pen
manship later. Dictation practice is begun on the first day when the 
teacher dictates the single strokes of idle alphabet. The dictation

23. Frick, Minnie Deaotte. op. olt., p. 61.



#

done is left to the judgaent of the teacher. It need not he done on
the typewriter. Pen or pencil may he used.

; ' ■ . ■ .109*8 OTB #*mW»GwT ww <*& ABO&wwyMUrjr i3I#xr#
' -. X

are tests of theory and of dictation end transcription ability. Theory 
tests should not be ̂ Lven iaaodiately after the material has been cov
ered. There should be a period to allow for "setting* or "crystalliz
ing" of the mill, a time for mental and physical coordination to deve-

elass is studying Chapter III.
The manner of generalization in the analytical method is In accord

•9

tire. lira. Prim does not believe In learning the rules, but in "mus-

Rules are easily forgotten and difficult to apply, but habits once 
established are hard to lose. Therefore, Wherever it is possible, 
habituating the movements is a better procedure than teaching the rule. 
Krs. Prick uses the following procedures to take the place of rules z



procedure, as a
3. Grouping

correct form, as #
ths

fled words which are based on a oomon writing problem.
Tlifi SfiTitsfiiiQfi fphm Sontoncfl dovolOTJod 7.1 rrr.nn_»., '■"■■'■*■■'■■'■■ #*#"# ■wMmmmmmrnmimmMm'm f

Streletn, and Waltz is presented in their teacher*# text. Dally lesson

graphs of the book.
"The purpose of this book is to illustrate the method 

of teaching Shorthand through the sentence. Instead of 
teaching a aeries of words, for which the pupils may feel no 
need, a sentence, containing the new word. Is placed on the 
board. The pupils can read all the words except that one, 
and in order to read the sentence, they must learn the new 
word. Their Interest le at oaoe aroused, and the teacher 
has the complete attention of the class while he is explain
ing the new word.

"When the new word has been learned, it Is not put 
- aside for another word, but is immediately applied in the 
. sentence, which the teacher dictates at least three times. 
The pupils thus receive dictation from the very beginning of 
their work and are fully prepared to take dictation in the

teaching a series of words is the chief contribution of Zlnmn, Strel-

24. Prick, Kinnie Deaotte* op. oit., pp.
25. Zinaan, H. E., Stoelsin, R. E., and Wei E. P,

p. 3.



K

to mropleiBBnt tiie Manual end at tb# aaae time to furnish ade-

purposes:

# and to

Be To
familiar with the

♦ •

In addition to the development of these materials, the authors

Shorthand, pp. lli-lv.
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feava proposedia sli#t Tariati?<»i in, B»«xoa «##&- ifewid /be noted* la

{depending on the teaoher and the eljaaa) before any writing is done.

%p_FimQtipnal, Method:

st drill on prerioxxa aa-

ing eaaroiee. The drill on previous material ia usually taken from the 
imsedlately preceding assignment. This section and the new vocabulary 
are series of words. Only the shorthand characters are given, hut a 
transcript of the words is found in the key in the back of the book, A 
very brief statement of the shorthand principle or rule is given before 
each list of new words. The reading and writing exercise is from four



•te. six'pages of
words illustrating the rules or # m # l # s  presented in ̂ at issign- 
iaant, Bitii a few exeeptiona, no wrd otmnrs in the reading a M  editing

,V "

For

the only activity is reading* This extensive reading program is de
signed to develop the ability to apply shorthand priaoiplss before 
beginning to write. The students read ward lists and contextual mate-

transorlbod in the

#

a



The
sentence aloud as she writes It on the board. Tbim she dictates that

that they can Cheek at any time to be sure they are writing the Charac
ters corrective The first seek or two only five or tea minutes a day 
are spent in srltlng. -<

the second day of writing, the material used is taken from Assignment 
22, which is the reading lesson for that day. While she is dictating, 
the teacher walks around the room giving help end suggestions wherever

ship at first.

printed plate quickly when in doubt about a word. Mr. Leslie reeoet-

- ' . . /  - ■ . ■ •
the teacher prompt immediately if he aturiblee rather than try to elicit
the outline from him by questions.

completed. This is the assignment which completes the presentation of 
the titorfchand tiieory. For their first few attempts at taking dictation 
of unfamiliar material, the material selected should be of a difficulty



which the teacher thlnka ml^ht cause trouble should be written on the

week tests be given on the brief forms learned* The students* know-

Another
shorthand plate of a

given.

and largely teacher-initiated. Although no roles a*e learned. In most 
eases the rule, taken directly from the Manual or sdi^htly modified, l»

In some instances, no rule is stated, but the words are grouped accord
ing to a certain writing principle and on explanation is given by the

Words era learned by analyzing the parts ehlch make up the whole.
In his suggestions for blackboard presentation Mr. Leslie say a:

"2, It is advisable to have students spell rapidly each out
line thus: h-a-t. hat: n-a. nome. Follow this with 
a drill on the words as wholes, without spelling. As

3. When presenting brief forms, spell and pronounce all out-



#

this with a drill on the brief feres •« wholes.

field of direct methods end materials, the writer has selected the two 
methods which seemed representative of the field— the Direct-Method

Odell end Stuart.
teSHlnaton-Souttor tothod-. Tha . D b w ^ s & p d  Eatarlijlc f or Progs

pllsh tWO.ehjMSttVMt . .. . . , " . ■ . .
”1. To Impel students, hy the nature of the content of the 

material, to write rapidly and accurately from the 
. , hegliming} .

2. To express thought In a voeahulary commensurate with the 
Intellectual level of the student.1128

lists are given and there la no key for the student’s use. The mate-

27. Leslie, Louis A.
28, Brewington, Ann

p. Villa
Method, p. 1.



advanced units*

(1)

of ideas or 
n29

board the article to be learned. At the beginning %e period, dbe

- : i - - - - \ i-'. ' ' - \ / y - . . - -
29̂» Brooington, Ann and Soutter, Helen I. op. clt., p. x. 
80. Ibid, pp. x-xli. \ ’ ' . '



lug the content of the ortlele, m#n the student* eemprebeal the

The teacher read* word* that

entire article, then sentence a, phrases, and finally Isolated nerds, 
Reading from the textbook Is then begun by having all students 

read in unison, each from his own book* The teacher asks such ques
tions as "Bat is the first lord in the third line? What Is the 
thought of the second sentence? What Is the last nord In the second 
line?* The students are called on to read individually and after
** %\ C U V A  ^  A  # %#%%%#%## A  s* mm jyt'l fl 4  TT f  A l l  A A # %#W w #*m jk SAi&wti 'mlm mmmW&mW % m m B w *Wmm  Z r J g u J r U i l i g

tent and pattern outlines.

The stress placed on the student’s understanding of the content, 
or getting tee thought of tee article. Is a characteristic peculiar to 
the Brewlngton-Soutter Method. Their reason for tels Is that the stu
dent will be able to transcribe more rapidly if he has learned to read



'"The writing adaptation Is defined- as l̂ e amity ier 
write In terms ©f Ideas er tiioû ts ae ecmtiested with #rlt- ,

1 ing In term of shortlmnd symbols.#3a-
Continuous rapid writing is the aim, with size and aoouraogr of

the symbols second in inportanee. The students are required to record
a symbol for each word dictated, own though it may he only a dot or a
dash for some unfamiliar word, la order that the continuous flow in the
writing may not be broken. The initial writing speed of the Brewing-

Ten stopa are given to derelop this writing adaptation. Briefly 
stated, they are: /• ■' > '  ̂ - ' :

8. Repeats this process and tells the students to watch writing 
;: . -' ramments.' -' ; • -ct; - - ; ; ; ; - '

3. Class goes oyer same paragraph three or four times, writing
over the outlines in the textbook with & dry pen as the 
teacher dictates at 125 words a minutee

4. Teacher selects one of the simplest sentences end writes it
on the board, reading aloud as she writes,

8. Class goes over outlines in textbook with dry pen as teacher 
dictates* ' ' \ V

6. Repeat 4 and 5 several times.
7. The students write in their notebooks as the teacher dictates

the whole paragraph at not leas than 100 words a minute. 31

31. Brewington, Ann and Soutter, HtiLen I. op. oit., p. xli.



0; Individual ambers'of the class road aloud tion thbir notehobka
« a  reat th.

lOi lh. teaeUar aiotatro a iratroee et 156 **ds e timiti wileh « n

Thaso steps are used jfor each article and letter ■nith tho oxesp- 
Mon that the dry pen may he uMd.less and less after Unit Pour.

Tho third adapution to W  aeqtdred is exactness,''.'precisenesŝ  and
skill* ' • '/ - : : - . % : : • : =/" - ■ v: -- - ?« - -

*: "Exactness is deflsea as eieellent penamtiiip, imrolviBg
proportion, alignment, uniformity and lightness of line. Pre
ciseness is defined as correctness according to shorthand theory, 
or principle. Skill Is defined as facility, or ease, In execution."3® .-< " : - ;

These three are developed by repetitive practice on isolated

: : . ; - ' ■ : ■' ' . V ■- . - ■ : . -- -•
writing .adaptations are acquired. It is apparently left , to. the - judg
ment of the teacher to decide just vftien that point has been reached. 
The only definite Instructions given are that a H  three adaptations

it -.is difficult to classify the manner of generalization as belong
ing to either

32 . Brewington, Ann a M  Soutter, Helen I. op. eit., p, %lv. •



characteristics pf. feothf Sus of, appiHiw^ is oortaiioly a

aljambot or prinoiplea for joining the strokes, anS ell words ere:

Imms th© principle*. On the other hand, tW ns© of the Manual and

William R. Odall and Sate Boss Stuart

school, college, university, and adult school. It is a oobh 
hination of the inherent adrantages of the Direct Method idlh 
those of tlm method exeiapllfie d by the. Anniversary Edition of . 
the Gregg Shorthand Manual, thereby providing what the authors 
think is a better-balanced plan of Instruction than either of, , 
these methods alone.”38
this textbook, published in 1944, is the latest development in

Whioh must bo automatized, and hr providing the learner with examples 
of each principle before that principle is presented, it makes learn
ing easier since it la Inductive. v

33. Odell. William R. and Stuart. Eata Rosa, Gregg Shorthand. Direot- 
Auproaoh Method, p, v.



0PM)%p0 %b&% Al%(UMQl%0
mm* be assiated in aeraloping rules and principles, glace they cannot 
or will not do it for thczmelves* Therefore, a pore direct method was 
mt adequate to develop the ability to form outlines for words not pre
viously automtized, A modified Manual method saaaed better for deve
loping this ability* The problem of Oden and Stuart was how to com
bine the good qualities of the direct method with the good qualities of
the Manual method* Their Direct-Approach oathod— the direct method

. _ ■ '

being considered only an approach to #e problma, not an all-sufficient 
method— is their solution to title problem* :



prlnolplaa which nill enable the student to initiate outlines for ieoyas 
not previously automatized. The mtezlalB are so arranged that the 
teacher may choose between using .the Inductive or the deduatire method

shorthand plates so It Is available for the student as well as the

uxu;* w iuu  wny w r i t e r  illuj n o r  im .o r c z i t x u n  t u r  t i i v  u u y u r iu t i iu i i

of J

with a pointer as she reads. The teacher tells the students that She 
will continue to read until all the class Is able to join with her in

teacher atics the etudents to Identify single outlines as she points t#

S*. OSeU, Sllllaa R. "Shorthand Methods end Materials". The Business 
Education World. Vol. 17.



#

©Jr-

hoard is eonpleted, the atydsats tarn to the sme aaterlal la their 
texthoois and r^d the entire q o w In unison with -tee teacher. Again 
individual studonte are oaried oa to r W ;  thi# time frma me book. 
Two or three readings dhoxild be mo w #  rspetitloa for all to have 
learned the oubliaee.

•&e reading rate suggested for this initial reading prooedrare is 
Sd to 100 voids a minute, Which la considerably slower than the rate 
reotasaeadea by Brewington aad Soutter.

«'■

rate. After this first #
tion the student is given tim to isolate

.

lag the student is to check his work with the copy in the text and



tloe tmiU he has tillialnatea errors«

tiriting habits in tho heslnninge
. In -the text, each reading and writing exsrolee Is preeeaed hy a 

list of words and a list of phrases that will appear In the paragraph 
to be practiced, This preview of Isolated words and phrases is tmustus 
In a dlreot-approatii method. Since no directions are given to the 
ttocher as to how these are to be need In the lesson procedure. It Is 
apparently left to her discretion to use them aa 
them out altogether*

The above-deoorlbed procedure□ for reading and writing are to be 
urod with the direct materials of Part One. In Part Two the plans are 
similar except the teacher no longer reads the exercise first. In this

» sees fit or leave

par^ jLearzu.ngs m ere  proDmuiy m ju. m  noro t i r a  spent on p rac tice  or 
-IsolaWd words In Part Two. . /



ta Inductive* , ' ; ' .■v.
3. Words ors learnad first as v&olea and later their parts and 

rales fbr joining those parts are learned*
The approach is direct, hut the latter part of the learning pro*

# ?

heeause it is the conception of how they should heat he developed that

Dr* Odell in his study of shorthand methods end naterials conclu
ded that there were four purposes for Shorthand reading and twc 
poses for shorthand writing?

»1. Reading to develop an instant recall of a selected haste

' y - •

to a certain extent, hut the purposes given for any method are the ones 
which that method stresses*

55. Odell, Willian It* op. olt., p. 175. .



1* To develop fluency of varttinge
2. To develop acouraoy of outline. (Good pemmndhlp and oorreot 

aooordlng to prlaol^e.)

I- Aanlversary Mamal Method

1* Purposes Heading to learn the shorthand principles.
2. Heading Is done from weed lists first and then

t  Ho definite

B. Writing Prooeaure

A '
1» Purposes To develop accuracy of outline. 
2 *

s»
4.

1. The learning process is deductive.
2. Learning of rules is Waeher-initiated.
3. Learning progresses from "parts" to "i&ole1*.

36. Odell, William B. op. cit., pp. 409-410.
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II. Analytical Kethofl

: v : :

-. a. To
. b. To

2m Writing is begun in the first lesson.

4% Air-board writing;is a special toehnlque used.by 
, brs #. 3£jclate# t ** . : '

Should establish a stroking sate of 100 single

HI.

6* Method of Gemeralimtion .
im teaming la deduetive.
2. learning of principles is teacher-initiated.
3. learning progresses from "part" to "whole".
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3* Write word first and sentence later. Words learned 
W  wi»rtsw method.

• 4* No suggestion regarding speed of writing*
0. Method of Generalization

1* Learning is deductive.
2. Learning of rules is teacher-initial*
3* Learning progresses from "parts” to "whole"*

IV. Beers and Scott Sentence Method
A. Reading Procedure

1. Purposes
a. To learn shorthand principles.

• b. To develop fluent shorthand reading habits.
2. Read first from context and than isolated words;
3. . Isolated words are learned by parts*

B. Writing Procedure
1. Purposes To develop accuracy of outline.
2. Writing not introduced until reading has been 

practiced for two to four weeks.
3. Writing is done in context and then isolated words 

or strokes are practiced.
• 4. No suggestion regarding speed of writlhg*
0* Method of Generalization •

- • • . “

1. Learning is deductive.
2. Learning is teacher-initiated.

' 3# Learning progresses from "parts" to "nhole".
V. Functional Method

A, Reading Procedure
1* Purposes •

a. To learn shorthand principles.
b. To learn to Writ© shorthand.

2. Reading done first from word, lists and then from 
context.

3* Reading is done by the "parts" method, new words 
being spelled out as they are learned.

4* A reading speed of 50 words a minute is satisfac
tory for the first few chapters.



m

1. Writing Procedure r
** Parposaa y '

a* Aoouraey of oatUne (eorreot according to 
prlmlple).

2. Hot "begun until firmt ̂ enty aaalgmmnta ar# §o®^ 
i&et*& (about four Tm&a).

9m Writing la done from ooatext first, than isolated
4* Writing Is done ty the "parts" method*
5* Ho writing rate is suggested. Teacher should be 

. guided by the ability of the pupils.
C. Ketbod of Generalization

1. Learning is dedmUva. . .
2. Learning of prlnolplBs is teacher-initiated.
3. learning progresses from "parts" to "Wholes".

71. Brewington-Sontter Direet Method

1. Purpose: To develop fluency of writing.
devol 

3. In earlier p

4. Words are written as "wholes" ftiMit. liter
5. Dry pen
6.
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> : 'h ••.iV '

1. learning la Inductive. 
8*

Introdueed, it la pupll-lnltlatedw
3. Words are read and written aa “wholes" first; later

a. In Part I: .. ’" v:'V';
1) To develop Instant recall of a selected

' v “ - ' * • • •

h. In Part H i V. • ' ti-'

S# Words learned as "Wholes" In Part I and Iqr "parts" 
■. In Part II. , '

their "parts" In Part H,
5, Suggested speed of initial writing Is 60 words a 

minute.
0e Method of Generalization

1. learning ia indutitlve* (Dedmtlva prooedure may
; ‘ V , : he used in Part H . ) ' ■ -' ' ' -
2. Learning of principles la teacher-initiated. Any

first part is entirely pnpil-inltiated.
3. Part I teaehes hy the "whole» method j Part II, hy

thn  ’inartQ ” m th o d e



procedures regarding reading, writing, and ganeralization, it Is eri-

nould be apt to reach Ifce end of her studies with a feeling of oonfu-
- . .. -

aion rather than satisfaction. We cannot say to this teacher, "This
la the right way", and "This is the wrong way", or "This is the best

■ / : . / . . - . ' /.. • . : . ", Vi#' ■' i **
procedure", because the methods have not been tested in controlled 
classroom experiments. There are, however, certain psychologies! prin
ciples, which ware summarized In Chapter One, concerning the best way x 
to bring about learning. These should help to bring seme order out of 
the chaos by furnishing guides for evaluating our procedures.

First we must determine What we are trying to acooEq?liah through 
our tcoichliî n YJliELt io tiio uLtlrmto Roal trOTTcird tihJLch wo oro worldiig?
Is it to train students to read shorthand? To write shorthand? #»

will give the student a usable knowledge of shorthand. He oust hare 
all of them working together as a coordinated whole, for the final use 
of the skill Is in writing from dictation and transcribing from the



?4

efforts

Witten, and, just as ix&os-
",t; ^  it

Sine® the perfection of this cossplex skill is the ultimte goal

' 'V : .'; :

auditosy, visual, kinesthetic, and aental. It Is in witing free die- 
tation that the student has a chance to develop this cocardiiuitloiu 

In view of this, it would sees that we as teachers tore spent 
more tim than is neoessary in having the students reaa Shorthand, 
copy frost printed plates, and write word lists to leam principles.



. : v -  < :  y .  - - /y-. v  ' . :

:y.- y:L - 1. . : :r ■ y ‘• / y : : .. -.y :\
Platte la learning prooesa la eupported by leading psyohologiais.

>♦ U
38. Daahlell, J. F,

iriir



99, Batla, Benjamin A



#p

oWimio tamt w  must use edritertual miarlala, There afe other psy

' Tirst* there mat h© a will to learn. Creating «n

^

attention ana create more interest than aiscmmeetM awA 11#©^

Patton for tiie stuaent leaams on^- tkrm# M s  own mntal activity. 
Writing a mjA. list over aia over certidiily requires ‘phyeisti. partial-

from the learner. His thoughts
' . - ■■ . ■ . ; . . . ■ ;

Since it requires closer attention to shat he is doing.
a.

hand characters he la witing and thus bring about mental as well as 
physteal paarticlpatlcmV / ■■■ ' '> • - ' '

Although dictation practice Should bo begun as early as possible, 
It cannot be the first activity in learning a new tmli. Since reading 
Is the easiest o£ #e shorthand aotivltias, it should be used to famil
iarize the learner with the imtezlel in the unit* in preparation for

majority of the Mass can read It without 0txa6>Ung, In the earlier 
lessons, a great deal acre time will be spent on reading than should 
be necessary as the learning progresses. It is unwise to delay dicta
tion long, but it is just as unwise to be*^ it before the learner is 
prepared for it.



m

Hahlng a mill to loam, the point frcm which all learning mist Ini
tiate*

attitude la conauolve to effective learning. On the other hand, the 
class will lose Interest If each student Is allowed to read In a Slow

It should he reambered that a part of the ultimate goal in 
teaching shorthand, a part of the total akin, is the ability to tian- 
serlbe quleMLy aad aocurately from #e notes taken* This means that 
the student mist be able to read fluently frcm his own notes, Ko 
aBount of reading from the perfect printed shorthand plate in a text
book wUl develop this skin. Tbs learner east be given every oppor-



tioa, howetsr, is not the result of fast writing! tut rather it is the 
result of control, the proper balance between listening and writing, 
the coordination of ear, eye, hand, end mind. If control, not speed.

student caul establish that control end begin the developaent of ooojv

is making. It should ho stressed, however, that slowness is not a vir
tue in Itself. It is beneficial only because it gives greater oppor
tunity for thoughtful, purposive practice. Speed gives the fingers a

is at work.
The dictation should not be so slow that the learner is tempted to 

draw the characters. By her demonstration at the blackboard, the teach- 
er must lead the student to see that writing should be smooth.
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TOntlm20Tis» : and Hewing. '
Alttou^i no aeflnlttii apeea,- omx M  aet as tha Mst in all begin

ning situations, a rate of about 60 'oozia a minute sbouli prevent araw- 
lag Of the cbaractoxs and permit attentive, purposive practice* m e  • 
teacher, how8vert>mat w  her owa judgment rather than a stop natch. 
The apeea set should be between the rate shlch is so slow that it al-

begina to appear. ,
We com now to the problem of building the vocabulary. She skill

in the dictation.
In Qhapter One the words of the shorthand vooabnlary were classl- 

fiedin three areas*, . . . . ,
Is Those outlines which do not have a foundation upon shorthand

2. High freqmney words which must be automatized.
S. Infrequent words or words encountered for the first time.
The words in areas one and- two are the few hundred to a thousand 

ccaash words which fdrm the core of our vocabularyi They are used over 
and over again; therefore, they must be memorized so that the writing 
of them is a well-established habit requiring no conscious thought.

The words in area three are praotieally unlimited in number* It

every word which ml#t occur in this area. In order to be prepared to 
write without hesitation the words in this area, the student most have



2. Host can ise bring about an understaMing of the principles 
of the system In order to deTBlop facility in construc
tion of outlines for Infrequent or new uords?

All tho time the student la reading and writing* if he la doing it 
thoughtfully, ho is building a vocabulary. However, he cannot be left 
to leam just aa much as he can by chance. The practice, mtorlals mist 
be so written that they furnish an opportunity for frequent’ repetition

words that are not based on any rule oust be read and written fie-

A word can be F, bUt if

ties it is written.

with these words.

for infrequent or unfamiliar words? In order to be able to write these 
words, the student smst have an understanding of the principles of the 
system so our problem becomes one of finding the most effective way of



Initiated*

con,

in terns of his experience. It will help him to organize already ac-

a



M t  it will

loally sound, is an

It is



rulea through their own thousht proeesaea. The teat of their auooess

By thie third method teaching is not ?telling", nor is tie otu-

of our teaching has been "telling". The teacher has acquired more

by pouring it from her mind into theirs. Any learning uddti does take 
place is mmrimtion^ and in all probability it win he a part of the 
student's tooidedgs only long enough to help him pass a test in the 
course. The student knows well only those things which he is»s learned 
as a result of M s  own mental aefcitity. Be will not how
ever* if is left to do M s  own thinking in a haphasard manner in 
tie hope that he will arriva at th® right oouoluaion. Be mast do his 
own thinking* hat that thinking must ho directed hy the teacher, :

Wa can conclude that generalization should not be entirely 
teacher-initiated or entirely pupll-initiatod. The teacher, hy her

so that the atudeat is led into generalizations through M e  own mental

activilgr.
There is at least

shorthand teacher must keep in rind. If learning is to he meaningful*



>■- . •= ' ‘ : t.. . . •• - ■■ ■

easy to #9 dim emit.

but create a weakness in the final aklil. The teacher should not de
cide that a lesson is ftnlfdied beoauso she has spent a certain aiaher 
of 'class periods on it» She met time her lessons by pupil learning, 
not by days* Individual differences in the abilities of the pupils

. V4:: :5
It is not practicable to stay

Should be left,

to provide extra practice ia'shorthand reading, and she should plan her 
classroom activities so that she will have time to give indlvldiml die-



C0KCLXJSI0K3 AKD.
i

'I.
v  .

'V*
the following eoaeluaions which she believes are

l. Tha ultimate goal of shorthand teaching shouia be to train
stuSents to take dictation at a rate acceptable In the business

8* In learaing a tidll subject. It Is best to practice the i&ole

... _ . : . , .. ... . , - ' - " -- - ' -
S d# (,#»%%*• A M «« JL%« 4 #1 w« *̂  *&*./» JUVi »a* *w# OBwaTBRDa %eRGB@r *015

s: -, - - ": ■' • / - / ' ■ ' "
a. Dictation practice diould be given frcsa the beginning 

of the course.



#

is on
lists» : V.,:; , i

3, Since the ultimate goal in readlns is tranacriptlon from his 
own notes, tlio sttident sltouia be asked to seed task everythin 
he has written from dictation, or as jsuoh of it as time >7111

\ ftHsw*. - . ■ ' - ,
4. It Is poor procedure to push for speed in the early learning 

period. The rate of dictation should he fhot enou#i to prevent

which are not written according to any rule must be so tiior- .
'

oughly learned that the writing of them is a well-established 
habit. They are best learned by direct association through

rials filled with these words.

brought about through the student *3 own mental activity.
■ " ■ . •

7. The student learns effectively only that which be learns
throng bis own mental activity. It is the job of the teacher 
to direct the learning activities so that they lead the student



to foiler*



CBAFEER VI

DIRECTED STOTT MATERIALS

These first; fifteen lesaona eoverlng the first; four units of the

student learns develojaaeatally through his oun mental and phyeleal 
•sttvlty, - -

In these lessons generalisation Is Induotlve-dedxiotl’re and pupil- 
Initiated. Words are learned as eholes in oontert before the student

is learned.

a

tation should he Increased gradually with occasional drills on short



from the following souroess

Par, 1 •• Earclsa 1, pp. 1-8 
Par, 7 - * 3, pp, 4-7
Par, 18 * ;• 4, pp* 7-t
Par. 16 - » S, pp. 10-13
Par. 21 -; « 7, pp. 1549
Par. 86 - * 8, pp. 81-83

2. Grogs, rohn. Robert, Qregg Shorthand, Anniversary Edition, Ths

Aaslgnasnt̂ .p. 4 * p, 8 
Par. 32 - p. 16

' - - Par. 33 . * p. 82
3. I*ealio, Louis A.

The Gregg Ptih
•-•:* ' - -
Par, 31

4. Ble

?art ^

* pp. 25-26

Par. 54 ~ PP, 9-10

tioe.



ft*

8*
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#* Repeat steps 2 to 6* In polnttne to indliiaual words, atross the 
three new words0 In, hour, an. Sines there ara only three new

f
10,

correct answers

transcribe.

Hawa

14, Make the assignment.

half transcribe the last half.

tion vzhll



V§»

or words vMoh tbay alssed,
5* iror Paragraph 4%

a, ’Tha teacher, dictating to herself, writes sentence 1 on the 
hoard. Hepeat three or four times, demonstrating a fluent 
writing teduai^w*

h. Dictate tills aentenee four times for the students to write on 
the hlank line# In Paragrajii 4. the rate dhonM he about 80 
words a alnuto— Juat fast enough to lead the students to write 
saootlOy instead of dawlng.

o. Repeat a, end h for sentences 8, 3, and 4» While #e Is dic
tating, the teadher Should walk around the room offering sug
gestions about writing position and fluency. Do not he too 
critical of the first attempts. Dote: These four sentences 
contain most of the words learned in Paragraph 1.

4. Dictate the first half of Paragraph 1, lessm I, at about 60 words 
a minute. For this first dictation, the students Should use the 
form provided in Paragraph 5, This inter-line writing is an ef- 

way w  a aoTTaoa oopy oexoz# %n# %or a w

first dictation. It is also a device which wUl aid him in M s  
first attempts to coordinate the four learning chaimsle— visual, 
auditory, kinesthetic, and mental.

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 for the last half of Paragraph 1,
•  m  r II. M : , , - . .. t, „ ,,  ̂ -"• a»®w tiie students now to use tan® snortnana notooooi.



I
l

l
s

!

10. Give

11. Hepaat

"'hv .

n?' s#

s»

12.

1,
2.

(Use

4 to 10.)
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' -'ts easy,, the dletatloa epeea.*$•;> ii<iream4 to 70 or poiMBiW 
80 ̂ ords a minute, toe teacher should he guided ty the ability of 

• the class. Do not push for speed before they ara ready for it.
6. toe teacher writes the first part of Paragrajk 7 on the board,
» - dictating it to herself® There is too much material in this para

graph to be presented all at one time, so the writer has divided 
It Into three parts, marking the end of each part thus //« (Sol-
A M w  wS*» &  w #  X  w H H I M l e & w t a g  # * # #  #  * ^ w  S- Jm # #

, fe) - , - ■ ■ . - ' '
6s • Follow the same procedure as step 5 above far the second part of 

Paragraph. 7. .  ̂- -
7s Read through the las® port twlco for the students, then hovo the 

students read in unison with the teacher, reading from their

1. Give the

paper.

vidual reeding.

the letter k. Hare

of



w

that ell

list ana the
%

#* Read through the aaaignaeat with the atudeats to mhe certain that 
all unaerataM it clearly.

i m :m  (Dictation Practice)

grapha 10 a M  11.

practice given la steps 3 to 6* Dictate all the second port at one

they found diffiealt* It is better to let eaeh student practice

difficulties.



S* follow the 
Baragrajh f. ? : V ..V

b
,

:̂Ti;

Into the 
eons. The
this saterlal will he stufllea and repeated later.

himself.
_  .  ̂ : ■ : • _  -•;■’■•■ ■■■ ■ ' ' ■■■ _ * _t» The same procedure as above mould he used for the second and third

tiiea by dictating the® to herself as Ae writes on the hoard.
9» Using some unison reading and some Individual reading, read all of 

Paragraph IS from the printed copy.
4* Have students do Paragraph 13. After they have written the short* 

hand characters In the hlanks, the teacher may write the list on 
the hoard so each student can check M s  work. Have them correct 
any forms they have written Incorrectly. Discuss the second part 
of paragraph 13 so the students can find out whether they have re
sponded correctly, (th Is the only new stroke introduced in this 
lesson, so no other exercises in generalization are necessary.)

5. Assign Paragraph 13. (Directions for study are given In the lesson
mterWa.) . '

1# Read all of Paragraph 12, using individual
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S* Seloot throe or four sentences from the first part of Paragraph 12

%

S» « little faster. This tim the writ-

m g L Z S L

1* Have first part of Paragraph 16 written on the board at #a begin
ning of the period*

students, use the following procedural

t# the This



m

8» Students read #e scene mtertel again from, the heard, the taaeher 
helping only then the diass hesitates*

4* Read, through a third time* ' Before they begin to read the taaeher 
says to %e Glass* “This time nhile you read I am going to write

into three groups: those with the mended stroke d-t or t~d% 
those with the hlend; and the brief foiw. As the tcmtiier

5# The teacher points to the new irords at random* asking the students 
to respond quickly as she points, heats this word list on the

word and phrase as she writes it*
already on ths hoard.

f* Lead the students into m  oheervatlon of the difference between

and n by writing pairs of words on the board for them to compare. 
Tfaa the words in Part A of Paragraph 17.

177548
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0» After the stMents here aaea this oosparleem irorlmd otxt at the

their worke 
10, Do Paragraph 18,

papers.

1« Write on
hare in them either £  or h. Hare the students transcribe this 
word list. Cheek and eolleot the papers, Rote* The word list is 
used here instead of context arterial beanae it is a better test



• Include also the-phrases that are Introduced in this Unit, (The

23.)

#* YJrito the list on tho hoard again so that tho students cay chock

tho procedure outlined on tho Seventh Day.
T^fth Dox
1. Foiler,t tho reading procedure outlined in the plans fee the First 

Day in presenting Paragraph 26.
S. • Go over tho directions for Paragrc^s 27 and 23 with tho studonts.



MsSssaShDaz:
1* Tramoorlba the two letters at the end of Paragraph 28*

lined on the Seventh Day*

lag on the higher speeds, the slower ones tihotild he practioing the 
words end j?hrase3 that they fotmd dimealt* ,

Z2!Et22a«L225C
1, Have the first letter In Peragra# 51 on the hoard idisn the elass

(steps 2 and 5). Bote: Paragraph 31 contains drill on the strokes 
£* £» 1* #L* and J. learned in lessons 5 and 6, He new prin-
oiples are introdnoed, Th» purpose of this lesson is to help the 
students get these strokes and brief forms from Unit 4 of the 
Manual mil set before going on to the next lesson,

2. Dictate toe first letter at 60 words a minute, students writing 
from thair notebooks from toe first dictation, Repeat at 70 words 
a minute and again faster if the class is capable. Have toe



writes the letter on the hoard e*

whole letter at 60 or 70

1.



Paragraph 1

*

Paragraph 2 
Write tho

• • :■

#
#

as Individual eharaeters so
recognised in any setting, not just as a part of this phrase.
<7~^~ ' divided into two parte may look like this*
The first character is - '' . . The second is
cf—i is made of o •_______ , and ^— . , _____

The phrases below are taken from paragraph 1. See if you oan recognise
r.

of the
character*

1*-,

8 * Z ^ .



•*

**8,
18.
1*#
15.

, ,

20. cT-
21. v

Z E S E S ^ i

mark In Paragraph 1 above ?
P » r w # # ,  
L«r all the j

Study paragraph 1 until you oan read It without healtatlen.
Study Paragraph 2 in the following manner* .

a. With your hand cover the trordo you have written in the blank# 
and a## if you eon read the shorthand characters. Check the

- yO%% #&#*# - ' ' :
b. Cover the shorthand ami see if you can get a aental picture 

these oharaotors aB yqu read from the longhemd. Check the ease 
you also. - .. :

e. Study tho onea oauslng difficulty until you can read the entire 
list without error. *

ZESES^ lI  T ' ^
Use the fora bolow for your first writing practice. As tho tesoher 
dietaWe each sentence* write it on the blank line below: the printed . 
copy, repeating It as many times as It la dictated. Wee the printed 
copy ae your model. ..
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Iff

jgtites&lV;

i. /  *=d ' ' : . ' 2. y
You aUo found la the eentenoee obow ocme mow mooning# for already 
familiar characters. Give the old end the now meanings for each of





• r ■=



/HO

1. , 1.
8. 2. 2.
8. S.
4. •: 4. ■ 4.
5. 6.
■ 1 - •' a =

l. 1. 1. • ' -
s» . :' ' ' - - 2. / . - ' ' - 2. ■ ■/ - ; " ' '
5. " " 3* - - : / .. ‘ - - ■ . a. ■
'4*'> ■ ■ /;''/ ■. ■ 4*̂ 4* " '
6. : ■ - : 6s ■ ■ s* - - -- : = "■

t = ■ a = . -- h = . - -.
Za this Hssoa

oattla. Meal. Can you

a

yottWiV«...
io B croup* rot. Dick. moot. Can

• . . '
Paragraph 9

4* /o 

6-



H I

7. IS.
e. f  ; r'. w  14. '

* ' ’ _  is. ^
10. r-

- • • • * • ' -

16. '
11. ':'X: XT. /

$ on G&mx&K line# e*&gm

*• 0/"0 ,--O



Hi
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Paragraph 12

X

r"

> ^ -  Q _ ^

X

;

\

v

V

x
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Writ® the choirthand for th® following words whleh you Mv# road la 
Paragraph 12 and proeoding lessons:
i. th# • • - ■ s. titotr ■; . '"" : v:
%. .... . 11 rM....
2..#ey ; '' : 7. thick ..  " ""■ / '
S. that • . . • 8. thrill ' '
4. than : - - ■' 9. nyth , : ~ :
■' 8« them ,' . . ' ' / . 10. thicket » ' '

Assignment 8 . ' ' .
Study Paragraph 12 until you earn read it with ease. As you read, trace 
over the characters with a dry pen or a pencil without a point, so 
that you may get the "feel* of writing without actually marking <m the 
copy. Hereafter this method of practicing will be referred to as 
"dry-pen writing." See it whenever yeu are reading from printed copy!

P w s m #  M  ; -
As the teeoher diotatee eeeh of the following eentennee, write the. on 
the blank lines below the printed copy.



a #

8. o

N > /-zfx

Paragraph 15



m
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x Q — x> V

X

x

>



I E 2 E S & E

4* h&t# , h&ted
6. trea-t , treated

exeept
W e d  ,

1. did •
3. time
5. U W »
4. idiere, < 
B.oountry
6. like 
T. ehat 1«. into
8. could ■ 17. sy



■ • - - 1 ' ■ ■ ' - - - / - '

1 „ . — :— . /  <2-
* \ 4 . / -  .--- ----.... _ _ . _r

- ■ ■ ”'

- ■
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m

Paragraph 81

y z ' z rV - —  — ^Q— r  -^r" -t  ^
x r ? y
C cv —

— y
" 7 A

r.

<5/-^ *.-—> X--" eŝ \ .
^  j — — «"•■ *—z  ̂ ■
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^ (6 (sO __. Cr* .. ^  cL x >  ^  «£> '<

;2 —  2J'' . -C7~-» <9 x <C7-Z#,/f < 5 ^  __—  ^K=3 ?  «r^~-

/ V  _ r  ^  ^  <

^ ^  < X ^  .
<• V   -%3 - - - C— : Q 

»v - Z'
4ur-> v ,
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Paragraph 22
Write in ehortlumd < 
graph 21 iMtii have

9

»

blank at the right of each word.
1. won, one ________ 7# andh . 12. Teure truly
2. people ______  8. never _ _ _ _ _  U8. ehoU "
5. about \ ■ 8. should ______ 14. have been __
4. most 18. ever _________ IB. has been _
8. been, bound _______ 11. Bear Madam______  18. had been _
6. before 
Paragraph 24
Am the teacher dictates the following eenteneee, write them on the

< 2 ^ s'-



c —

As the tesoher diotates, -writs <m the blsak lines wing ti» printed 
oppy &s your model* : .

1 ^— r  v,----  >c

-(£>.— -1 v. t c  _J=Zr . . . , Z /  e . -  Z '
' .

-  / ---- ^  . .__________________

<C— ^  '------ x ^  oi. ^ .— ,
6  f 7

v_S3- C  — s

. .-. Z  . ' . -

■ -[ ' (

/ <  , __ - \ / &  ^ ^  s 9
l'- (

09

. (T ^  ^  . < ^ .
c C .

^  v— ^ — — zz %- y T ,  cy^v. Z * -- - y  ^ --' / Z  S
6  ^ C. c <— 5=*— > *





Paragraph 27

have in them the letter fj tiien vrite 
it represents. Do the same for r. On the last bTsak line.



Writ© these 
In else.

frsetlee writing with a dry pen m Be

. « • >y -
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•'57 /''^' ^  i—o-— *? / —̂ **- x

— ' y -^ ̂  X  e  ' f  > ~  ^ w < ^
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